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Frances Hunter

frances_hunter@hotmail.com


Dear Municipal Clerk,


I am a relatively new resident to the Bow Valley having lived here for just twelve years. As such 
I do not feel I have the right to say I do not want the population of Canmore to increase 
however after listening to the Bow Valley Engage presentation opposing the TSMV 
development I have to agree with them. The TSMV development would be a bad thing for the 
Town of Canmore.

Along with the potential impact to the wildlife corridors, my main concern is the probable 
financial risk that the Town of Canmore, present and future residents and the Province of 
Alberta will be subject to should this huge development go ahead. The land is knowingly 
undermined and developing on it could possibly lead to sink holes, cave ins and resulting 
structural issues. If the housing development and/or infrastructure are affected due to unstable 
ground, once the developer’s 2 year warranties expire it is the Province of Alberta and the Town 
of Canmore and hence taxpayers who would be responsible for footing the bill.

Property tax increases are another concern. TSMV has a history of promising commercial 
development during the approval stages but not following through. The Town of Canmore has 
been remiss in not holding TSMV to their agreement which is why property taxes have climbed 
steadily over the last 15 years. Without commercial development to contribute to the coffers, 
taxes will continue to rise.

I love this town! I am not opposed to development if it is on stable ground, if it will not affect 
the wildlife corridors and if it will not be a financial burden to the Canmore taxpayers. If such 
land is not available, so be it, Canmore will just have to stay the size it is. 


Frances Hunter
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